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Project Title: Economic Impact Analysis in Response to Water Quality and Water 

Quality Constraints on the Savannah River. 

 

The purpose of this study is to quantify the impact of various river flows on the 

economy of the Savannah River Basin below Thurmond Dam. The research is to 

complement economic analysis studies for Lake Hartwell and Lake Thurmond. Those 

studies focused on economic impacts to the “reservoir economies” that resulted from 

low lake water levels. The estimated level of funding for this one year project is 

approximately $40,000.  Option Year funding will not be available. 

 

Background: 

The project is meant to provide an assessment of the economic impacts below 

Thurmond Dam when decreased reservoir discharges are required. While slower rate 

draw downs at the reservoir might provide benefits to the “reservoir economy,” those 

reduced flows could negatively impact the economy down river from the dam. The 

entire economy below Thurmond Dam is reliant upon water flowing down the Savannah 

River. That economy has significant local, regional, and two-state economic drivers, to 

name a few: Georgia Regents University ($2B in direct economic impact), Savannah River 

Site ($2.4B in local economic impact), Fort Gordon ($1.4B in local economic impact), 

Plant Vogtle ($8.9B investment in Phase 1, $5B estimated cost of Phase 2), and Georgia 

Ports Authority ($18.5B in total personal income and 7.8% ($32.4B) of Georgia’s total 

Gross Domestic Product).  

 

These economic engines rely on the Savannah River to function and necessitate a 

balance between water quantity and water quality constraints to continue operations. 

Additionally, the economy has been built around a particular set of flow needs that 

range from fixed elevation water intake structures, wastewater dilution ratios, 

consumptive use allocations, and ecological flow requirements. The entire economy has 

been balancing such flow needs since hydropower reservoir construction in the 1950’s 

and implementation of water regulation standards in the 1970’s.  

 

Finally, significant impacts on current and future growth revolve around the nexus of 

water quality and water quantity constraints. For example, the current Total Maximum 

Daily Load (TMDL) for oxygen demanding substances essentially sets a moratorium on 

new discharge permits for substances that consume oxygen; future stringent regulation 



of nutrients in this river may further restrict current operations and will likely impact 

future economic growth. Balancing water quality, ecosystem flow requirements, and 

water quantity constraints is a complex set of parameters in which the economy below 

Thurmond Dam has to balance but the reservoir economy does not; this impact should 

be communicated within the framework of a comparative economic impact study for the 

“below Thurmond Dam” economy. 

 

Brief Description of Anticipated Work: 

The objective of this analysis is to develop a study design through research and 

reconnaissance, the collection of data, and analysis of findings. The overarching goal is 

to access various economic changes within the “below Thurmond Dam” communities, in 

relation to low lake water levels requiring reduced flow rates down the river. Emphasis 

shall be placed isolating reduced flow rates while controlling for outside economic 

factors. 

 

In order to maintain an “apples-to-apples” comparison of economic impacts, the 

approach conducted in the previously mentioned reservoir studies will be used in 

assessing the impact below Thurmond Dam using the REMI PI+ economic modeling 

engine along with a dynamic fiscal impact calculator. The study will evaluate the 

economic impact of the range of flows that are consistent with current management 

requirements; a low flow of 3,600 cfs for most of the year except for deviations of 3,100 

cfs in winter (November through February). This approach will also provide consistency 

with conditions of the reservoir economic impact studies.  

 

Public Benefits: 

The anticipated public benefits include identifying the point(s) if / when low flows will 

affect production costs for manufacturers in the below Thurmond Dam area, and how or 

whether these low flows would lead to increased retail merchandise prices for the 

product manufacturers. The results of the research will help in facilitating economic 

stability and potential for growth for the communities below Thurmond Dam.   

 

Objectives: 

 

Objective 1:  

Evaluate the impact on retail sales, production cost impacts and property values relative 

to various flows. 

 

Objective 2:  

Quantify the economic impact, in 500 cfs increments, for flows ranging from 3600 

cfs/3100 cfs threshold to the historic low flow recorded at the USGS-Augusta gauge 

station (02197000). 



    

 

Objective 3: 

Summarize findings and conclusions in a summary report to be disseminated to the 

public.  

 

Additional Work Description: 

Prior to the installation of Thurmond Dam in 1952, the Savannah River experienced 

flows significantly lower than 3,100 cfs, the present-day, wintertime, low flow threshold.  

Lower river flows could conserve water during severe droughts and increase lake levels.  

As part of this study, we will identify restrictions to flows that prohibit releasing water 

below the current, non-winter requirements of 3,600 cfs. These restrictions will focus on 

reservoir and river management during drought flows; the following topics shall be 

addressed: 

 Industrial and municipal intake structure elevations for major dischargers, 

including modern day use of current structures (how critical they are to current 

operations)  

 Industrial and municipal intake Contingency Plans and effects if river water levels 

go below the intake elevation 

 Discharge structure elevations and flow requirements (e.g. diffuser performance, 

mixing distance, etc.) for major dischargers 

 Water quality flow requirements 

o Discuss with GAEPD, scenarios and discharge requirements for flows 

below 7Q10  

o Discuss with major dischargers, management measures for flows below 

7Q10 

 Discuss with resource agencies to identify the low flow restrictions for affected 

aquatic species 

 

Using these data, identify (A) the economic impact of various low river flows on 

industrial and municipal users, (B) the impact on the environment of such low river 

flows, and (C) the costs to retrofit existing structures or install new structures that will 

enable use of river flows below the current minimum flows of 3600 cfs/3100 cfs.   

 

Finally, discharge permits are based upon a low flow scenario (7Q10). During the 7Q10, 

each discharge will have a minimum dilution factor equivalent to the total discharge 

load divided by the 7Q10. If flows lower than 3600 cfs/3100 cfs occur in the future, water 

quality criteria must still be met. In order to meet that requirement, the discharge load 

(7Q10 dilution ratio) will still need to be maintained, which means that the dischargers 



will need to reduce their discharge load. This reduction will undoubtedly have an 

economic impact.  

 

Government Participation: 

The USACE technical lead will provide technical assistance where appropriate in the 

selection of parameters, tools and methods for the study. The USACE will review reports 

and offer technical advice and opinion on the research and investigation findings as well 

as other proposed topics. The USACE will also facilitate and participate in coordination 

efforts and meetings either in person or remotely. The USACE will ultimately incorporate 

the research and documentation by the researcher(s) into a technical report for public 

dissemination. 

 

Materials Requested for Statement of Interest/Qualifications: 

Please provide the following via e-mail attachment to: 

Allison.B.Hudson@usace.army.mil  (Maximum length: 2 pages, single-spaced 12 pt. 

font).  

 

1. Name, Organization and Contact Information  

2. Brief Statement of Qualifications (including): 

a. Biographical Sketch  

b. Relevant past projects and clients with brief   descriptions of these projects  

c. Staff, faculty or students available to work on this project and their areas of 

expertise  

d. Any brief description of capabilities to successfully complete the project you 

may wish to add (e.g. equipment, laboratory facilities, etc.). 

 

Note: A proposed budget is NOT requested at this time. 

 

Review of Statements Received:   

Based on a review of the Statements of Interest received, an investigator or investigators 

will be invited to prepare a full study proposal. Statements will be evaluated based on 

the investigator’s specific experience and capabilities in areas related to the study 

requirements. Additionally, the evaluation method and selection criteria for research and 

development awards must be: (1) The technical merits of the proposed research and 

development; and (2) Potential relationship of the proposed research and development 

to the Department of Defense missions.  

 

Please send responses or direct questions to: 

Allison Hudson 
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) 
ERDC Contracting Office (ECO) 

mailto:Allison.B.Hudson@usace.army.mil


3909 Halls Ferry Rd.  
Vicksburg, MS 39180 
Allison.B.Hudson@usace.army.mil 
 

Timeline for Review of Statements of Interest:  Review of Statements of Interest will 

begin after the SOI has been posted on the CESU website for 10 working days. 

 

mailto:Allison.B.Hudson@usace.army.mil

